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 Vol. XLIII.] [Part I.

 JOURNAL OF THE STATISTICAL SOCIETY,

 MARCH, 1880.

 Is the VALUE of MONEY RISING in ENGLAND and througho(ut the

 WORLD ? With REMARKS on the EFFECT of the FLUCTUATING

 CONDITIONS of TRADE u.pon the VALUE of MONEY. By R. H.
 PATTERSON, ESQ.

 [Read before the Statistical Society, 16th December, 1879j
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 IN more than one part of the " Wealth of Nations," Adam Smith
 refers to the prevalent opinion in his time, that the value of the
 preciouas metals was still falling; whereas he explicitly states as his
 own opinion, or rather as a fact demonstrated by the state of prices,
 that for three-quarters of a century previous-viz., from the closing
 years of the seventeenth century down to the time when he wrote
 -there had been a slight but distinctly perceptible rise in the
 value of money. The popular opinion thus referred to was
 perfectly natural. Money had fallen immensely in value during the
 century and a half subsequent to the discovery of America with its
 mines of the precious metals; and as the produce of the mines in
 the eighteenth century was very much larger than it had ever
 been before, it was only natural to believe that the fall in the valuae
 of the precious metals was still in progress. Ordinary observers
 overlooked the fact, pointed out by Adam Smith, that the require-
 ments for money had contemporaneously increased vastly; indeed
 to such an extent that the increased' produce of the mines was
 inadequate to fully meet the increased requairements for it.

 An analogous or parallel state of public opinion has prevailed
 in connection with the peerlessly rich new mines of America and
 VOL. XLIII. PART I. B
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 2 PATTERSON-IS the Value of Money Rising [Mar.

 Australia. In 1873-which is our starting-point in this inquiry-
 prices were very high, and people were still believing in, or expecting
 a continuous fall in the value of money. Although the gold-mines
 had declined from their maximum production, little attention was
 given to that circumstance; moreover, the annual yield of gold
 was still more than double what it was in 1848; and also, the.
 comparative falling off in the produce of gold was compensated in
 amount by the increased supply of silver from the new Nevada
 mines. This was the state of matters in 1873.

 Soon afterwards, a great fall began in the value of silver com-
 pared with gold; and as no one then thought that gold was
 becoming scarce and rising in value, the change in the value of
 silver appeared to be a veritable depreciation of that metal-a fall
 not merely relatively to gold, but also to labour and commodities
 in general. The HEouse of Commons, when appointing the Select
 Committee of 1876, adopted the prevalent opinion; and the Com-
 mittee in their Report proceeded upon the same view of the matter,
 alt,hough some of the evidence then adduced pointed to a different
 conclusion. On the other hand, the Commission simultaneously
 appointed by the Congress of the United States, reported in the
 clearest and most confident terms that there had been no fall in the
 valne of silver, except as compared with gold, and that the value
 of gold had risen: in their own words, " Since 1873, the purchasing
 "power of gold has risen in all countries, and the purchasing power
 "of silver has fallen in none." The report of the American Com-
 mission failed to attract attention in this country: moreover, as
 the United Stat's are interested in upholding tbe value of silver,
 for the sake of the splendid Nevada mines, the opinion of the
 American Commission was open to the suspicion that "the wish
 " was father to the thought."

 Recently, however, it has become acknowledged in this country
 that the view taken by the American Commission is not altogether
 baseless, and that the " depreciation " of silver may really be due,
 to some extent at least, to a rise in the value of gold. To determine
 correctly any substantial change in the value of the precious metals
 compared with other commodities, is one of the most difficult of
 inquiries. It can only be done by reviewing Prices over a long
 period of years, and by taking into account a variety of causes of a
 most complicated kind, operating upon the production and supplv
 of commodities, as well as the fluctuations in the condition or
 " spirit " of trade. It is only in part that I here attempt such a
 task: I shall hardly go beyond the broad facts of the last half-dozen
 years. I shall venture, however, to lay before you some considera-
 tions relative to the important questions, Whether the cause of the
 altered value of money is to be found in the Supply or in the
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 1880.] in England and throughout the World ? 3

 Dema,nd-whether the rise is owing to the diminished yield of the
 gold-mines, or to the depression of trade,-and how far the rise is

 likely to be permanent. But the first point is, How does the
 value of money stand, both in this, country and in India, or through-

 out the world at large; and in what degree have gold and silver

 respectively been affected in value, both towards general com-

 modities and towards one another ?

 [In this opening portion of the Paper, 1872-73 is the most

 suitable period to start from, because that was prior to the recent

 change in the relative value of gold a,nd silver; so that, by con-

 sidering the subsequent events, we can, see what have been the

 causes of that change, and the true character of the so-called

 " depreciation" of silver. On the other hand, the year 1873 was

 almost as exceptional as regards its high prices as the present year
 is for low prices; and in the portion of this Paper which relates to

 the value of Money generally,. it will be seen that I do not rely in

 any way upon the contrast of prices exhibited in those particular
 years. ]

 I.-Money and Prices in Great Britain.

 To begin with our own country and currency. That prices
 have fallen-i.e., that money has risen in value-in this country
 since 1873 is a fact too obvious to be questioned; but, as will
 become apparent in the sequel, it is highly important to observe
 what is the extent to which this change has occurred, A change

 in the value of money must be ascertained,, primarily, by reference
 to the state of pri?es-in other words, the value of general com-
 modities as measured in money.

 There are several Tables of Pries, available to determiine this
 point, for all of which the community is indebted to members of
 this Society. There is, first, the table regularly compiled for, and
 published for many years past by the ":Economist," and which
 includes all the chief articles of merchandise. There is also a table
 compiled by Mr.. Arthur Ellis, editor of the " Statist," from 1869
 to the first quarter of 1878, which gives the prices of the raw
 materials of British manufactures, and which may be said to
 represent our Imports; and thirdly, there is a table compiled during
 the present year by Mr. Giffen, for the Board of Trade, which
 relates to our Exports-to the articles of mercha-ndise produced
 in and exported from this country. Taking these two latter tables
 together, they pretty nearly correspond in character to the single
 " Economist " table. The " Economist " table,. however, is the only
 one which has been brought down to the beginning of the present
 year; and the said table shows a fall of prices since 1873 equal to
 241 per cent. Thus, be the cause what it may, assuming the

 B 2
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 4 PATTERSON-Is the Value of Money Rising [Mar.

 correctness of this carefully compiled table, the purchasing power
 of our British currency-in other words, of Gold-has risen fully
 24 per cent. since 1873.

 Next, let us see how Silver stands in this country, and in
 Europe and America generally. The gold-price of an ounce of

 silver during the twenty years ending with 1850 (when the produce
 of the new gold-mines first began to reach the markets of the world)
 averaged as near as may be 592d.; during the next twenty years it

 stood above this old level, in some years being 62d.; but it returned
 to its old level in 1872, and throughout 1873 the average price of
 the ounce of silver was 594d. [I may remark in passing that
 although, in common with others, I regard the rise in the price of
 silver as due to the increased production of gold, I do so only
 partially; for I believe that an equal factor in the case was the

 extraordinary demand for silver for the East.*'] In 1876, under
 the influence of Panic, the price of silver fell to 4s. the ounce.
 Since that time, the value of silver has stood at what appears to be

 its normal or natural level under the new circumstances (namely,
 the widespread demonetisation of that metal, &c.),-the present

 price per ounce being about 5i2d. :t a fall of 8d. per ounce, or
 about I32 per cent., compared with its gold-price in 1872, in
 which year the gold-price of silver was exactly the same as used
 to prevail previous to 1850.

 Taking these facts as they stand, and putting them together,
 they go to show that the common idea, and the one universally
 held in this country in 1876-namely, that there has been an

 absolute depreciation of silver-is wrong. The fall in the value
 of silver compared to gold is I I per cent. less than the rise in the
 value of gold compared with general commodities. In other words,
 the purchasing power of silver, or its value in general commodities,
 has not fallen at alL On the contrary, in this country it has risen
 (judging from the "Economist's" Table of Prices) ii per cent.;

 * Silver, which stood at its old average price of 591d. in 1848, thereafter
 began to rise, and in 1852-55 it stood at 6x2d. As this was before the setting in
 of the great expansion of the trade with India, the rise must be attributed to
 the great increase in the supply of gold. But thereafter, although the gald mines
 had reached their maximum of production, the price of silver continued to rise,
 "ntil it stood at 62z1d. in 1859; and it remained above its old price (59id.) until
 after 1872. From these facts I infer that the latter part of the rise in the price

 of silver (viz., from 611d. to 62-,1,d.) was owing to the great demand and drain
 of silver to the East which commenced in 1856, or a little earlier, and that after
 that year this great drain for the East was the sole cause of the enhanced price of
 silver.

 t These figures represent the state of matters in September last, when this
 paper was written. Since then, the value of silver has somewhat risen; but I
 have not thought it necessary to alter the figures, because the change is slight, and
 also because, even were it greater than it is, it would not affect the argument or
 exposition.
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 1880.] inb England and throughouit the World ? 5

 while gold has risen fully 13 per cent. more,-or in all ,41 per cent.
 at the beginning of the present year.

 II.-Money and Prices in India.

 Such is the present value of the two metals in this country,
 where gold is the standard-money, and more or less in other
 countries of the Western world. Let us next see how the case
 stands in the East, where silver constitutes the whole currency and
 sole legal measure of value. Unfortunately there are no scientifi-
 cally prepared tables of prices for India similar to those which I
 have quoted for our own country. Before referring to such data as
 we possess, let me first look at the case from a general point of
 view. The mass of silver poured into India during the twenty
 years subsequent to 1855 has been literally prodigious; the nett
 addition made to the stock of silver in India during the period
 having been about i 6o millions sterling. Nevertheless, in the
 opinion of the highest authorities, India in 1876 was still inade-
 quately supplied with currency. The new supply of specie did not
 stagnate and become plethoric in the towns and industrial centres,
 but was drained off to provide currency in the interior of the
 country-in the districts where Barter had previously existed, but
 where both Labour and Production were becoming developed by
 the large influx of British capital-by the new railways, and by
 the quickening of industry which so remarkably characterised
 those twenty years. More currency was needed in India owing to
 more Employment and higher wages, and also by the gradual
 displacement of Barter; while more silver, whether in coin or in
 ornaments, was needed to store the small but increasing reserve-
 wealth of the peasantry and shopkeepers. In 1863 the Governor
 of Bombay wrote as follows:-" Great quantities of silver are
 "absorbed in remote parts of the country, and go to furnish a

 currency where no general medium of exchange existed before;
 "rupees are now to be found in hundreds of small bazaars where
 "all Trade used to be conducted in barter." And in 1876, when
 giving evidence before the Select Committee on the depreciation
 of silver, Colonel Hyde, director of the Calcutta Mint, spoke con-
 fidently as to the insufficient amount of currency in India, and the
 capacity of that country to absorb more silver into circulation,-
 adding that "the progress of the currency in India will be very
 " slow, but I think it will be sure." More silver is needed to dis-
 place barter in the outlying districts, as well as to meet the growing
 requirements of trade and of Government and personal expenditure
 in the more advanced districts where silver-money is already in
 use.

 Thus, vast as has been the quantity of silver poured into India,
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 6 PATTERSON-Is the Value of Money Rising [Mar.

 there are general and a priori grounids for doubting, whether there
 has, or could have been, any redundancy and fall in the value
 of the silver currency of that country. But let us see what is the
 evidence of Prices upon this point. In 1876 Mr. R. W. Crawford

 stated before the Silver Committee that "Prices have fallen very
 "much in India;" and he referred to a staple qualitv of cotton
 .vhich had fallen since 1872-3 from 6 d. the pound to 4%d.-a fall
 of one-third, or 33 per cent.-and to saltpefre, which had fallen
 from 30s. the cwt. to barely 17S., a fall of fully 43 per ceint. Cotton
 and saltfpetre are staple exports of India, and doubtless are as
 good single commodities as can be quoted in a question of prices,
 -especially since rice and grain have been abnormally affected in
 price of late years by the severe Famines; nevertheless, important
 commercial articles as cotton and saltpetre are, taken alone they
 are quite unreliable as indications of a general change of prices.
 Subsequently to 1876, the Government of India has published
 a List of Prices of a tolerably complete character; but they
 are mere lists, not scientifically treated statistics like the Tables
 which have emanated from members of this Society, and which
 tell their own tale on the face of zthem. Perhaps Mr. Giffein or
 Mr. Ellis, or some other member of this Society-perhaps
 Mr. Newmarch himself, our greatest authoriity on the subject-may
 have analysed those Indian lists of prices, and will give the results
 in a better manner than I am prepared-to do. As is well known,
 there may be a change in the prices of one set of commo-
 dities-say in the exports-while a different state of matters
 prevails in another class-say of domestic production and consump-
 tion. The Government of India, referring to those lists of prices
 and also to its general information, simply maintains that there
 has been no rise of prices in India, and that the rupee still buys as
 much goods or labour as before; for this is sufficient for the
 purpose which the Government had in view in its Memorandum,
 viz., to show that there has been no absolute depreciation of silver,
 but merely in relation to gold. The Bombay Chamber of Commerce
 states the same fact. In 1877, when the price of silver was lower
 than now, the Bombay Chamber of Commerce Teported that " the
 " purchasing power of the rupee in respect of ordinary articles of con-
 " sumption, such as the food of the people, remains undiminished."
 -Parliamentary Paper, 11th August, 1877.

 But I think somewhat more than this may be said. The general
 opinion or knowledge of merchants connected with the Indian trade
 certainly seems to be that, on the whole, prices have fallen in India
 since 1873, about which time the change began in the relative value
 of the two precious metals. I think it will be acknowledged that
 if silver has risen in purchasing power in a country like England,
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 1880.] in England and throughout the World? 7

 where silver is not Money, cceteris paribus, silver will rise in value in
 a country where it is Money, and also the sole currency,-especially
 in a country where, as in India, that currency is to some extent
 inadequate. This, however, is assuming that the conditions of the
 two countries in other respects are similar, which cannot be said
 correctly of India and England at present. Undoubtedly both of
 them are alike in this important respect, that Trade is not prosper-
 ing as it used to do; but in India the commercial depression has
 not been so severe as in England. Indeed, even if the commbercial
 depression were equally severe in both countries, it would produce
 a much lesser effect upon a country like India, whose wealth is
 mainly agricultural and dependent upon its internal Trade, than
 upon England, which is more than any other country dependent upon
 its manufactures and Foreign commerce. In India it may be said
 that Trade, as represented by the Exports and Imports, has simply
 ceased to progress, whereas in Elngland it has greatly lost ground.
 And, as I shall refer to by-and-bye, this difference in commercial
 condition may produce a very considerable difference in the state of
 Prices. Nevertheless, so far as I can venture an opinion, I should
 say that prices have fallen somewhat iD India; in other words, the
 value of silver, measured in general commodities, has risen:-and
 if this change has occurred to the extent of IO per cent., the state
 of matters as regards the purchasing power of silver would (accord-
 ing to the " Economist's " Table of Prices) be the same in India as
 in England. But, as already said, the value of silver might be con-
 siderably different in India from what it is here; because the value of
 that metal will naturally (that is, if all other circumstances be equal)
 stand soiiewhat higher in a country where it is the sole currency
 than in another where it is not money at all. In the course of time,
 no doubt, such a difference would disappear by the effects of diffu-
 sion and equalisation, but it may be expected to exist at present, or
 at any time when chaniges are actually in progress. Hence, were
 the state of trade or national prosperity identical in the two
 countries, I should expect that, if silver has risen IO per cent. in
 purchasing power in this country, it would have risen somewhat
 more in the bazaars of India. On the other hand, the depression
 of trade being greater in this country than in India, will (as I shall
 explain by-and-bye) tend to produce a different and counteracting
 result.

 I have taken England, a gold country, and India, a silver
 country, and such is the respective value of the precious metals
 in these two countries as shown by the State of Prices. So
 judged, there has undoubtedly been a rise in the value of Money
 durinog the last half-dozen years. As regards the simple matter
 of fact, no one can question that this is so. But the important
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 8 PATTERSON-IS the Value of Money Rising [Mar.

 question is, Is this change due (so to speak) to Money, or to a
 transient condition of Trade ? The state of Prices does not of
 itself show to what cause or causes the present change in the value
 of the precious metals is owing, or whether or not the change
 is substantial, or likely to be permanent, and not merely the
 transient result of a fluctuating Trade. Before this learned

 Society, I need not enumerate the manifold causes which may
 produce a change of prices, totally irrespective of the Supply of
 Money or the precious metals. There are constant improve-
 ments in manufacture, improvements in the production of raw
 material, and various other causes, which tend to lower prices-
 in other words, to raise the purchasing power of money. For
 example, while writing this Paper (in September), I found the
 following statement in a leading journal of New York, which is
 also worth quoting as showing the recent low state of prices in the
 United States :-" The purchasing power of the dollar has
 "greatly increased. The mass of our population who labour
 "do not receive so high wages as in former years. Rents, pro-
 "visions, breadstuffs, and clothing are cheaper than ever known
 "before." But this low state of prices would be exceedingly mis-
 leading, were it taken as showing that there has been a correspond-
 ing rise in the value ol money attributable to an inadequate supply
 of the precious metals; for, besides the important effect of the
 resumption of specie payments (albeit it was really completed nearly
 a year and a half ago), the low price of provisions of all kinds has
 been largely due to the fine harvest in the United States, and the
 vast expansion of agricultural production during the present year.
 In fact, Prices, although the primary and most important exponent
 of a change in the value of the precious metals, are quite unreliable
 for showing the cause of the change,-whether it is in the Demand

 or in the Supply of Money, or as to whether the change is likely
 to be ephemeral or permanent.

 I shall only offer one remark upon this subject. During the
 last thirty years, Prices have been chiefly influenced by two wholly
 distinct, and in their operation conflicting, factors. The steam-
 engine has been employed to annihilate Distance, and cheapen
 conveyance; and in this way steam-locomotion, both by land and
 sea, has caused Prices to rise in remote places, and to fall in the
 great towns, and in countries which are the hearts of Commerce.
 On the other hand, the new gold-mines have tended to raise Prices
 chiefly in the hearts of Commerce. As these and other factors
 operate more or less together, there is usually a tide-like change in
 Prices; indeed, even the same cause or factor may produce high-
 water in some places and low-water in others.

 The State of Prices, then, being of itself so unreliable, or so
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 1880.] in Einglanzd and throughout the World-? 9

 limited in its significance, let us look at some matters which lie

 bebind prices. The two great factors which lie behind are, the

 Produce of the Mines, and the State of Trade.

 III.-The Produce of the M1ines.

 The total production of the precious metals when the new gold

 mines were at their best, viz., in 1852-60, was 36 millions sterling
 annually. At present it appears to be almost the same. But there

 has been a great change in the character of the supply. In 1852-60,
 the annual produce of gold averaged nearly 28 millions, and of

 silver a trifle over 8 millions. Of late years the supplv of gold has

 averaged about I 92 millions, and of silver about x5 millions.
 Thus, if the Double Standard of gold and silver conjointly gene-
 rally prevailed, no effect at all upon Prices could be produced by the

 present state of the annual supply of the precious metals. But

 in countries under a single gold standard, Money ought to be rising

 in value; and in countries under a single silver standard, Money

 ought to be falling in value. Nevertheless, as has been seen, silver
 still maintains its old purchasing power in India, or indeed has
 risen in value, while in England the purchasing power of silver has
 likewise risen; and gold in both countries has risen still more.

 IV.-Effects of the State of Trade on the Value of Money.

 But now we come to another factor which lies behind Prices,
 and it is a most important one-namely, the State of Trade: using
 this term as synonymous with the material prosperity of a country.

 A Depression of Trade always, as a matter of fact, produces a fall
 of Prices; in other words, a rise in the value of Money. For
 example, referring to the " Economist's " Table of Prices, we find
 that after the Crisis of 1857 prices fell i 5 2 per cent.; after the Crisis
 of 1866, 25 per cent.; and under the recent Depression of Trade,
 prices at the beginning of the present year stood upwards of 2 4 per
 cent. below the level in 1873. Mr. Jevons's carefully prepared
 table is not brought down to the present time, but it shows the fall
 of prices during the depression of trade which followed the Crisis
 of 1857 to have been 1ol per cent., and during the depression
 which followed the Crisis of 1866, 8 per cent. A-nd here I must
 remark that the great diversity between the level of prices shown
 in these two tables-viz., the " Economist's " and Mr. Jevons's-is a
 striking warning against dogmatism. Both of these tables are care-
 fully compiled by able men, practised in this kind of worl, yet the one
 table in some cases shows a change of prices twice as great as in the
 other. Thus in what appears, and indeed is, the surest and most
 computable of the factors which indicate the value of the precious
 metals-namely, the statistical department, or the state of prices-
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 10 PATTERSON-IS the Value of Money Rtsing [Mar.

 we find a striking discrepancy, which makes it impossible to attain to
 anything like accuracy of detail. We can say that pr-ices have risen
 or fallen (in other words, that the value of money has changed) so

 much according to this or that Table, but it seems hopeless at
 present to reach anything like perfect accnracy.*

 All evidence, however, concurs in demonstrating that money rises

 in value when Trade is depressed, and that is, when the extent of

 monetary transactions is less than usual. From one point of view,
 and the one which used to be regarded as paramount, this state of
 matters is very puzzling. During each of those above-mentioned
 periods of depressed Trade-in 1857 and 1866-there was no fall-
 ing off or change of any kind in the annual supply of the precious
 metals; and at the same time there was much less Trade or require-
 ment for money. Upon these grounds Prices ought to rise in a
 period of depression; yet, as we know, they do not. At such times
 the amount of Money in the banks is unusually large, and the banks
 are quite ready to part with it on unusually cheap terms. MIoney,
 in fact, is superabundant: nevertheless Prices stand unusually
 low. On the face of it this is a strange anomaly, and certainly
 it destroys a good many Theories which used to be current. The

 explanation appears to be, that in those cases of commercial collapse
 or depression there is a great loss of Wealth in the community.
 People have not so much wealth to spend. Money may be plentiful,
 but people cannot employ it plentifully. With less wealth, people

 have less command over money; they have not their former power

 of employing it. In other words, perhaps, it may be said that in

 bad times, people, having less wealth or property, cannot afford to

 employ or keep in circulation so much of it as usual in the shape

 of Money. They cannot afford to spend so much or to pay the old
 prices, whether for labour or goods. Merchants must trade, in
 order to maintain their commercial connections; manufacturers
 must continue their production, or else lose the interest on their
 costly factories and plant; and coal and ironmasters must keep
 their mines or furnaces in operation, or else have to incur a large
 expenditure in putting them at work again. Hence traders of all
 kinds will submit to very low prices rather than not trade at all.

 * The Fall of Prices owing to the several Depressions of Trade since 1850,
 is stated as follows :--(1) in the " Economist's " Table; (2) by thje same Table as
 corrected by Mr. Bourne; and (3) by Mr. Jovons:-

 1857-59, "Economist," I 5-4 per cent.; Bourne, 15 7; Jevons, io-6.
 '66-71, ,, 27 ,, ,, 1638 ,, 78.

 '73-79, ,, 24 6 ,, ,, 25-3 ,,

 Mr. Jevons finds the effects of the Crisis of 1866 exhausted during the
 following year; Mr. Bourne continues the Fall of Prices to the end of 1869; and
 the "E conomist " down to 1871.-See also Appendix B.
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 1880.] in England and throughout the World ? 11

 All classes, in short, in bad times, produce, trade, or spend upon
 lower terms; and thus, with diminished profits and less wealth,
 there are lower wages and lower prices. In other words, the
 purchasing power of money is greater than usual. At the same
 time, although MXoney buys more than usual, yet its value on loani
 is less, because people in trade-the great borrowiing or discounting
 class-can hardly find profitable use even for the money which is at
 their own command. The actual amount of Reserve-wealth or
 Loanable Capital may be reduced, but the demand for it is reduced
 very much more-the result being a low Bank-rate.

 I may illustrate the effects of a Depression of Trade upon the

 value of Money in this wayy:-As is well known, Money always
 " goes fuarther, " or buys more, in a poor country than in a rich one;
 and, under a Depression of Trade, a country becomes, comparatively
 to its former self, a poor one. Hence the purchasing-power of
 Money increases. Thus far the case may be plain; but, on the
 other hand, the Rate of Discount or the Bank-rate becomes low,-
 which is the very opposite of what ordinarily prevails in a poor
 country. This anomaly may perhaps be explained by the fact that
 in a really or permanently poor country, the purchasing-power of
 money is high, because the nation has not been able to afford to
 provide itself with an adequate amount of money,-which can only
 be done by converting into money (i.e., the precious metals) a
 portion of the other and spare wealth or property of the country.
 But in a rich country which becomes temporarily poor, through a
 depression of trade, an adequate supply of money is already in
 existence; and accordingly, when not employed or in circulation,
 it accumulates in the banks, and thereby facilitates the making of
 loans,-that is, produces a low Bank-rate.

 I may offer one more remark upon the effects of the condition
 of trade upon the value of Money. That more Trade requires more
 Money is a truism,-albeit it was the neglect of this conlsideration
 which mainly occasioned the memorable mistakes as to the Future
 of Money committed by nearly all our leading, authorities in 1850,
 and for a good many years thereafter,-the only correct appreciation
 of the effects of the new gold mines which I can find being that
 made, with mnarvellous sagacity, by Messrs. Tooke and Newmarch
 in the concluding volumes of the "History of Prices." It may
 be said generally, that in any particular country and stage of its
 economical development, any given amounit of Trade will require
 a similar amoant of Money to carry it on. But this is merely a
 starting point-a general propositioni which does not help much
 under the variations which one meets in actual circumstances.
 The amount of Money required at any given time, even in the
 same country, does not depend merely upon the amount of Trade-
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 12 PATTERSON-Is the Value of Money Rising [Mar.

 transactions, but also upon the spirit and conditions under which

 that amiount of Trade is carried on. When Trade is progressive
 and prosperous, more Money is required than when the same
 amount of transactions is being carried on under a stationary or
 falling Trade. For example, say that the Exports and Imports of
 a country (which roughly represent the state of Trade) amount

 to 4oo millions: the amount of Money req-aired to carry on that
 amount of business will be larger when Trade rises to that point,
 than when we come back to that point owing to a decline of

 Trade. Although the number of exchanges or business-transactions

 be the samie, Trade is rising and prosperous in the former case, and

 depressed in the latter. And when Trade is prosperous, Prices are
 high, requiring more currency to carry on the same amount of
 business; and when Trade is depressed, Prices are low, so that less
 eurreincy is required.

 From these and other considerations, it is obvious that at a
 time like the present, when a severe commercial depression pre-

 vails, any reasoning or any statement of facts relative to the
 Value of Money would be utterly misleading, unless the effects of
 this Depression be taken into account. First, as to gold and silver

 separately. Let us suppose that but for this commercial depres-
 sion, Prices would have remained as they were in 1873. In such a
 case the import or significance of the change which since then has
 occurred in the relative value of gold and silver would be greatly
 altered. If gold stood simply at its old value (i.e., had not risen),
 then the recent change in the gold-price of silver would show a

 real depreciation. On the other hand, as prices stand, gold has
 risen so much compared with general commodities that the decline
 of silver relative to gold is not a depreciation at all, but merely a
 lesser rise in its value as measured by commodities. Both gold and
 silver have risen in purchasing power (i.e. relative to general com-
 modities), but silver has not risen so much as gold has done; that

 is all. But how the case between the two metals will stand when
 the Depression comes to an end, remains to be seen.

 Secondly, a depression of trade in each country where it prevails

 exerts a similar masking effect as regards money as a whole-
 whether it be gold and silver conjointly, or gold alone, or silver

 alone: it masks or temporarily obscures the normal and ordinary,

 or what may be called the natural, value of money. The present

 depression of trade is an exceptional condition of affairs, and exerts
 an exceptional influence Upon the value of money-an influence
 which must cease when the depression has ceased.

 But when the depression is over, there will come into play not
 one single and easily computable influence, but two absolutely
 conflicting influences. When the depression is over, Trade of
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 course will expand; and this increase of trade, with its concomitant

 increase of monetary transactions, will increase the requirement

 for money; therefore it will tend to raise the value of money: in

 other words, if this partictLar agency stood alone, there would be

 low prices. On the other band, profits will increase, the old losses

 will be repaired; the national wealth will augment. Wages also will
 increase; and both employers and employed having more to spend

 will spend more, and with more profusion or less niggardly; the
 money in bank will be called into circulation, and prices will rise.

 In fact, with prosperous trade, wages rise along with profits; and a

 rise of prices is the invariable concomitant. Another usual result

 of such circumstances is a high Bank-rate. Thus, there will be

 cheap money as regards prices, but dear money as regards money

 on loan:-another of those anomalies and apparent contradictions
 which have to be taken into account, yet which have often been

 overlooked by authorities in forecasting the value of money.
 Thus the various effects of Trade and of Demand upon the

 value of money are really of the most complex character. In

 former times, and at least as late as 1858, wben M. Chevalier
 published, and Mr. Cobden translated, his well known book on

 " The Coming Fall in the Value of Gold,"-a book which even

 so thoroughly practical a man as Mr. Cobden endorsed and com-

 mended warningly to the English public, yet which proved entirely

 wrong,-a very simple sum in proportion was thought enough to

 forecast the value of money. " Here," it was said, speaking of

 the new gold-mines, " is a prodigious increase in the quantity of

 " money; therefore the value of Money must fall, and Prices rise

 " in proportion." Since that time the world has received many

 instructive lessons from Experience, and we now know how to
 avoid some of the errors formerly made; nevertheless the subject

 is still so highly complicated that any one may shrink from the

 task of actual prediction.

 V.-Production and Employment of the Precious Metals.

 I may venture, however, in addition to what has been already
 said, to speak with some confidence upon two points. These points
 relate to the effects of the actual Production and Employment of
 the precious metals. The future supply of gold and silver from
 the earth is too conjectural a matter to be dealt with here. New
 and rich mines will doubtless be discovered, but no man can say
 wvhere, or what is much more important, when; and even as regards
 the existing mines, we can only affirm that they are not likely to

 be soon exhausted. But although only conjectures could be
 offered as to the fature Production of the precious metals, we can
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 speak pretty safely as to the Employment of the present produce,
 -the use which is made of it by nations or their Governments.

 It is needless to say that the recent widespread demonetisation
 of silver must greatly tend to reduce the value of that metal. The
 chief and paramount requirement both for gold and silver now-a-
 days is as mozey; consequently the chief and paramount source or
 element of their value arises from the fact that they are money.
 The common saying that gold owes its value as Money simply to
 its natural preciousness as a commodity, I hold to be exceedingly

 incorrect. As money, gold acquires a legal value, besides its ordinary
 value as merchandise. Demonetise both gold and silver-as it is
 quite conceivable may be the fate of those metals ultimately in the
 remote future-and the value of those metals would at once be

 immensely reduced, it may be to a half, or even a quarter of the
 value which they at present possess as the costly counters which
 nations have agreed to trade with and accept as a measure of
 value. Already, in the most advanced countries, gold and silver
 might be, and to a large extent are, dispensed with in domestic
 circulation. Even now, specie is indispensable only in international
 payments-or rather, for a small part of them, viz., the " balance; "
 and if the nations come to su1fler severely from changes in the
 relative value of the two metals-the depreciation of one and the
 appreciation of the other,-they will be tempted to see whether

 such fitful measures of value cannot be still further supplanted by
 other means of exchange, even in intei-national transactions.

 Needless though it be to say that silver must fall in value from
 the recent work of legislative Demonetisation, it is highly important
 to bear in mind a corollary, and necessary sequence, of this change.
 The Demonetisation of silver carries with it an inevitable rise inb
 the value of gold. The amount of silver demonetised must be
 replaced by, and cause to be absorbed in new transactions, an
 equal amount of gold. If there were a great plethora of gold, such
 a change might be advantageous, and could not be embarrassing.
 But there is no such plethora of gold; and the amount of this
 metal required to take the place of the demonetised silver, must
 inevitably produce a scarcity of gold-dear Money, in this and
 every other country which has adopted a single gold standard.
 The amount of gold required for this new use must be very large,
 and each year in the future will make the amount larger. If the
 world had remained as it was in 1870, the seven millions a-year
 of new silver from the Nevada Mines would have been readily
 absorbed; indeed such a sum would hardly have done more than
 annually replace the mass of lost and worn-out silver throughout
 the world. But since 1872, besides the collapse of Trade, several
 of the leading Governments of the West have followed the example
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 of England in adopting a single gold standard; while France and

 the other States of the Latin Union have stopped the coinage of

 silver. Thus a vast amount of silver-money has been actually

 demonetised, while, almost throughout the whole Western world,

 the entire replacement of the worn metallic currency or coinage,

 and also all the additions to it, must henceforth be made in gold.

 And it will hardly be questioned that these requisite additions will

 be of no small amount.

 A scarcity of gold, under such circumstances, is inevitable.

 Indeed the leading merchants and bankers of the City of London,

 a few months ago addressed a memorial to the Prime MIinister,

 complaining that metallic money is growing scarce. The event is

 commonly spoken of as if it were a visitation of Providence,-a

 thing as much beyond man's power of prevention as the bad

 seasons with which we have recently been afflicted; and yet this
 scarcity of metallic money is entirely of man's making. The demo-

 netising of silver is a destruction of a large part of the world's
 currency, wilfully produced,-a measure voluntarily adopted bv

 Parliaments or enacted by Governments. Legislation creates this

 difficulty, and legislation could remedy it.

 The common and strongest arguments in favouLr of a single
 gold standard are, firstly, that gold is best suited for wealthy

 countries where large payments are common. Bult even in England,
 as we all know, no large payments are made in coin at all; and as

 regards international payments, it costs no more to send silver than

 to send gold, because the cost of conveyance is not reckoned by the

 weight of the bullion but by its value. The other and more
 important argument in favour of a single standard (but one which

 be it noted, is as much in favour of silver as of gold), is, that a
 standard which rests upon the two metals is doubly unstable,
 because liable to a double set of fluetuations. I venture to say,
 there could not be a greater mistake than this. If the two bases
 were things wholly different and independent, the argument would
 be correct; but it is wholly incorrect when the two things are
 mutually interchangeable-when they can be used for the same
 purpose. No one will say that a man can stand better upon one leg
 than on two! I have never heard any sane man complain of
 having two legs because thereby he has to support himself upon
 "c a double set of fluctuations." Or put the case in another way:-
 Would any one think of maintaining that the cost of food fluc-
 tuates more when men can live both upon animal and vegetable
 food than if, with both kinds of sustenance within reach, they
 chose to live upon bread or butcher's meat separately ? If either of
 these two kinds of food be in such abundance that people can
 wholly do without the other, then undoubtedly the people may
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 indulge their preference, and live upon that one kind of food alone.

 But if, as is actually the case, there is no such superabundance of
 food, people would be foolish indeed if they were to create an arti-
 ficial famine, and starvation for themselves, by refusing to treat as

 food what is food. In like manner, it seems to me that for Govern-
 rnents or Legislatures to forbid the use of silver as Money at a
 time like the present, when metallic money is growing scarce, is
 as extraordinary an aberration as legislative wisdom could possibly
 exhibit.

 To prevent misapprehension, I may state, or rather repeat, that
 I am not opposed to a single gold-standard, whether in a particular
 country or all over the world, provided the supply of that metal be
 sufficient to maintain such a monetary system stably; but I am
 opposed to the demonetisation of silver at a time when the supply
 of gold is not sufficient to meet the new and larg,e requirements for
 it so created-that is, to take the place of the demonetised silver.

 Vl.-Summary and Conclusion.

 Summing up the remarks which I have had the honour to

 submit, I would say that under the present remarkable Depression
 of Trade, the State of Prices cannot be accepted as a proof of
 what (from the imperfections of language) may be called the natural
 value of Money. At no particular time can Prices of themselves

 be relied upon to show whether the supply of the precious metals,
 as money, is redundant or scarce; and at the present time Prices are
 so abnormally affected by the State of Trade that they are still
 less reliable than usual for such a purpose. But we may safely
 reckon that ere long Trade will resume its progress and expansion,

 although not probably at the marvellous rate which the present
 generation have witnessed; that wealth also will augment, and that
 the requirement for money or the precious metals will become greater
 than it is at present.

 Also, if we look at the production of the precious metals,
 especially the decline of the gold-mines, together with the wide-
 spread demonetisation of silver, I think that (wholly irrespective
 of the evidence of Prices) it can hardly be questioned that Money
 must be already growing scarce in countries which have a single
 gold currency, and that this scarcity will inevitably become greater
 and severe.

 The effects of the fluctuating conditions of Trade upon the value
 of Money, are the most interesting, and, owing to their frequent
 occurrence. perhaps the most important, and certainly they are the
 most intricate and difficult to explain. But they are only a
 transient element in the present question; and if we would see
 what substantial change is in progress in the value of iMoney, we
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 must look to the more permanent element, namely, the Supply of

 the Precious Metals, and our employment of them as Money. The
 use of Money throughout the world is always extending with the

 spread of civilisation, growth of population, and increase of Trade;

 and whenever the produce of the mines seriously declines, the

 probability is that a scarcity of Money is impending. Upon this

 matter I venture to state my conclusions as follows:

 (1). As regards the value of Money in India. No one alleges

 that the Indian currency was in excess, or in any way depreciated,
 prior to 1873, i.e., just before the change beg,an in the relative value

 of gold and silver. Well then, since 1872, the annual supply or

 influx of silver into India, has been only onte-fourth what it used to

 be during the seventeen years previously.* Accordingly, cceteris
 paribus, a rise in the value of Money in India would be natural;

 and certainly it is inconceivable that there should have been a fall,

 or depreciation. Moreover, if there were a Fall or Depreciation,

 the rupee would lose a portion of its parchasing power, and hence
 a larger quantity of silver must be required than before,- whereas,

 as just shown, there has been a great decrease in the supply of

 silver in India. Mr. Bagehot has justly remarked that the Indian

 metallic currency is so large that a depreciation of merely 2 per

 cent. would require a great addition to the stock of silver.
 Whereas, I repeat, there has been a great reduction in the aniual
 supply since 1872, when the change began in the value of silver
 compared with gold.

 (2). Next, as to the value of Money in the gold-countries, or in
 England and the countries of the Western world generally. Since

 1872, the supply of gold from the Mines has contin-ued to decline,
 although only slightly, and at present the supply is nearly 30 per

 cent. less than it was between 1851 and 1860. At the same time,

 since 1872, the extensive Demonetisation of Silver has created a
 proportionate increase of the requirements for Gold. Hence, as the
 gold-supply has somewhat decreased since 1872, while the require-

 ments for gold have been greatly augmented, the tendency of these
 circumstances must certainly be to raise the value of Money in
 those countries where gold is the sole or chief currency.

 (3). Upon these grounds (apart altogether from the evidence
 of Prices) it certainly appears that the value of Money is rising

 * During the seventeen years ending on 31st March, 1872, the nett imports
 of the precious metals, or the increase of gold and silver in India amounted to
 2362 millions sterling, or at the rate of 13-9 millions a-year: of which amount

 1154_ millions were silver, giving an annual average of 9 X millions of that metal.
 During the next four years-during which period the Fall of Silver relatively to
 gold occurred, and reached its maximum-tlhe nett imnports of silver into India
 amounted to 9,353,5841., or at the rate of 21 milliolns a-year, or little more than a
 quarter of the previous rate of supply.-See Appendix A.

 VOL. XLIII. PART I. C
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 throughout the world, both in the East and in the West,-the rise

 being greatest in gold, the metal most in use among the chief
 trading nations of the world.

 (4). I see much ground for believing that, but for the wide

 demonetisation of silver in the Western world, the fall in the value

 of that metal relatively to gold would at most have been slight
 and transient. The use of silver-money, especially in the East, is

 so extensive as to require a large amount of that metal for the mere
 maintenance of those silver currencies, as well as for the additions

 which are naturally required, owing to the growth of trade. In

 1873, the expenditure of British capital for the railways in India
 had come to an end; and, owing to the world-wide Depression of
 Trade, the foreign trade of India became, not retrogressive, but

 stationary. And under these circumstances silver, which had
 previously risen in value compared with gold, returned to its old

 and traditional price in gold. But thereupon the work of demone-
 tising silver commenced in Europe, and the gold-price of silver has
 fallen greatly. But for this arbitrary change (viz., the demonetisa-
 tion), I think any change in the value of silver relatively to gold,
 would have been slight, and transient. Since the world proved able
 to absorb some 20 millions of new gold annually, is it not probable

 (to say the least) that now, when the gold-supply has diminished
 to the extent of 8 millions sterling, the world would have been

 able to absorb the 7 millions of new silver from Nevada? In fact,
 but for the demonetisation of silver, would not the recent deficit
 of gold have been just compensated by the increase of silver,-
 thereby preventing that " scarcity of metallic money " which the
 leading merchants and bankers of the City of London now deplore
 in their Memorial to the Prime Minister.

 When one of the metals which constitute Money is becoming
 scarce, it is a strange procedure to demonetise the other.

 VII.-THE SUBJECT AT HOME.

 Passing from this broad, if not world-wide view of the question
 as to the present and prospective Value of Money, I shall conclude
 by coming to the state of matters at home. Gold is the single
 money of this country, and it is gold that is becoming scarce; and
 I shall briefly call attention to one part of our Monetary System
 through which a scarcity will first make itself embarrassingly
 manifest.

 It is some ten years since, in a discussion in this Society upon
 an able paper read by Mr. Chubb, I drew attention to the matter
 of which I shall now treat more fally, and which in the interval
 has acquired additional importance, namely,-tbe steady increase of
 the note-circulation of the Bank of England of late years, and
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 which seems bound to go on,-requiring a larger and larger amount

 of gold to be locked up in the Bank in connection with its note
 issues.

 VIII.-Recent Growth of the Note-Circulhtion.

 For twenty years, after 1844, the Bank's note-issues remained

 stationary in average amoant, or indeed averaged somewhat less

 than at the time when the Bank Act was passed. At first sight

 this circumstance appears somewhat surprising, because during

 those twenty years the trade of the country had expanded vastly;
 more Trade requires more currency, or else an improvement in the

 methods of economising it. The new gold-mines of California

 and Australia enabled additions to be made year by year to our

 stock of " small money," the gold coins in permanent circulation,

 and these annual additions, in the aggregate, have amounted to a

 very large sum; but, simultaneously, our appliances for economising
 money increased in a still more remarkable and important manner.

 The employment of bank cheques in payments between individuals

 became general, and by-annd-bye universal. Thereafter the "clearing
 " system" established a similar economy of money between the
 Banks,-the system being gradually extended until it was made
 complete (in its present form) by the Bank of England joining
 the Clearing House in 1864. This sums up the monetary

 economies effected during these twenty years, and since then no
 new economy of the currency has come into operation. Con-
 sequently the currency itself has had to be increased, in order to

 meet the requirements of our expanding trade. As Mr. Newmarch
 has recently shown in a valuable article in the " Banking Magazine "
 an important cause of this rise in the amount of the Batik of
 England's note-issues is the large number of new banking offices
 (chiefly branches) which have been. opened of late years; eich of
 which, of course, has to keep in hand some amount of notes, as
 the basis of its operations.*

 * Mr. Newmarch shows that during the last twenty years (since 1858) the
 number of banking offices, taking banks and branclhes together, in the Metropolis,
 has increased from 84 to 2ii, or nearly threefold; in the West of Englaind the
 increase has been from I,212 to 2,195, or 8i1 per cent.; in Scotland from 609 to
 950, or 56 per cent.; and in Ireland from 187 to 402, or II3 per cenit. For the
 whole of the United Kingdom, Mr. Newmarch states that there has been an
 increase of banking offices to the number of I,546, or about 77 per cent. Each of
 these new offices, of course, requires a certain amount in cash (notes and coin) in
 lhand to carry on its business; and Mr. Newmarch says, " If we assume that the
 "new bank-offices keep on the average no larger a sum than 3,ooo0. in Bank of
 "England notes, this will account for 4-74 millions sterling out of the total
 "increase [in the Bank of England's note circulation] of 6-6o millions-leaving an
 "unascertained margin of only i-86 millions-a sum most probably all absorbed
 "in the larger bank-note reserves kept by the older bank-omfees."-" alWiker's
 "Magazine," October, 1879.

 c 2
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 The following statistics show the extent of the change as
 regards the note-circulation of the Bank of England. On the
 passing of the Bank Act in 1844 the note issues of the Bank

 amounted to 2i,200,0001., and, as already said, they remained a
 little below this amount on the average of the subsequent twenty
 years; that is, down to 1864. After that time the Bank's note
 circulation began steadily to increase, and during the last twelve
 months the increase has proceeded with unprecedented rapidity,
 doubtless owing, in great part, to the shaking of bank credit
 generally, by the scandalous and disastrous collapse of the City of
 Glasgow Bank and others. Although the banking panic has quite
 passed away, I think that the addition which it has occasioned in

 the note issues of the Bank of England as it now stands, and when
 trade revives, is likely to be permanent. The following figures
 show the average note-circulation of the Bank of England since
 1844, and the great expansion which it has undergone since
 1864:

 Note Circulation of the Ba6nk of England.

 ]844 to 1864 ............. ................... 20,500,000
 '65. 5th July to 25th October . 21,950,000
 '71. 5th ,, ,, 25th .. ......... I ...... 25,8oo,ooo
 '72. 3rd ,, ,, 25th September ............ 26,6oo,ooo
 '73. 2nd ,, ,, 15th October ................ 26,125,000
 '78. 3rd April ,, 14th August .27,900,000
 '79. 1st January to 30th September . 29,244,000

 Here it appears that, apart from the events of the last twelve
 months, the Bank's note circulation since 1864 had increased by
 more than 7 millions; and at present, or rather, taking the average
 since the commencement of the present year, the increase has been
 83 millions since 1864,-and this despite an almost unprecedented
 depression of Trade, and consequent diminution of the ordinary
 requirement for bank-notes.

 IX.-Rise of the Bank-Rate.

 The effects of this change are of a serious character as regards
 the value of money in this country, especially when we consider the
 decline of the gold-mines and the new requirements for gold pro-
 duced by the demonetisation of silver. As is well known, the Bank
 Act requires that for the portion of the Bank's note circulation in
 excess of I5 millions an equal amount of specie (three-fourtbs of
 which must be gold) shall be kept locked up in the Issue Depart-
 ment. Accordingly nearly 9 millions of specie have thus to be
 kept locked up more than was necessary in 1864 and previously; and
 the total amount of specie thus immobilised in connection with the
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 Bank's note circulation is now upwards of I4 millions,-an amount
 twice as great as the entire stock of coin and bullion which used to
 be held by the Bank previous to 1842.

 The effects of this change have told seriously upon the Bank-rate,
 or the value of money on loan. When the Bank-rate rises to 5 per
 cent., money on loan begins to become dear; and the following

 tables show the stock of coin and bullion held by the Bank- on the
 several occasions when the bank-rate was fixed at this point (viz.,
 5 per cent.) in two periods: first, between 1844 and 1864; and
 secondly, since 1864 to the present date:

 1844-64: Five per Cent.

 ? ?
 1847. 8th April ............ 9,236,ooo 1860. 13th November.... I2,536,ooo
 '47. 23rd December .... II,609,000 '60. 28th ,, Iz,419,OOC
 '53. 20tlh September .... 15,o66,ooo '61. llth April .. II,520,000
 '54. 3rd August ........ 12,594,000 '61. 1st August 11,482,000
 '55. 27th September ..,38,00.. I2,368, '63. 28th January ....1 zI2,737,000
 '56. 29th May ......0..... 10,766,000 '63.. 2nd November 13,300,000
 '56. 1st October ........ 10,227,000 I5)i83,496,ooo
 '58. 14th January ........1 3,746,000
 '60. 12th April ............ 13,890,000 Average.. 1,233,000

 Since 1864 the corresponding statistics have been as follows:--

 1865-79: Five per Cent.

 ? ?
 1870. 27th July ......... 19,z52,000 1874. 16th November.... 2o,zoi,000
 '71. 7th October ........ 19,500,000 '75. 7th January .......... 22o85,ooo
 '72. 2nd , ........ 2I,I56,ooo '76. 6th ,. 21,215,000
 '72. 11th December 2.... 3,z44,000 '77. 11th October ........ 2z,788,ooo
 '73. 14th May ............ 2I,i66,ooo '78. 12th August ........2 2,683,000
 '73. 9th JFuly ......... 22,3 74,000 '78. 21st November .... z6,333,000
 '73. lst October 1........ zi,632,000
 '73. 4th December 1.... z I,667,000 Average ........ 3 1,73 5,000

 Thus, during the last nine years, the Bank-rate has been fixed

 at 5 per cent. when the stock of specie has avera'ged 2 I' milliOlns,
 as against I24 millions in the previous time, -the 5 per cent.
 point being now reached while there are 91 millions more specie in
 the Bank than used to be the case during the twenty years after
 1844. In truth, owing to the increase of the note-circulation, the
 Bank is in no better position now with 22 millions of specie, than it
 used to be up to 1864 with only 2 millions.

 The statistics above given show that the connection between
 the increase of the Note-circulation since 1864 and the rise of the
 Bank-rate (relatively to the stock of gold) is perfect,-the Circula-
 tion having increased 91 millions, and the Rate standing at 5 per
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 cent. when the stock of coin and bullion is 91 millions more than
 in 1864 and previously.

 In giving these figures I have taken the averages,-a procedure

 which makes the extent of the change appear considerably less than
 it really is; for, as the figures show, the amount of gold in Bank

 requisite to maintain a 5 per cent. rate of discount is upwards of

 26 millions; or twice as large as was thought or found requisite

 in 1864, and nearly three times as large as in 1844. In relation
 to the stock of gold in the Bank, the rate of discount has been

 rising throughout the entire period. Indeed it is a point worthy

 of notice that even during the twenty years ending with 1864,

 during which period, as already shown, there was no increase of
 the Bank's note-circulation,-the Bank-rate was considerably raised

 relative to the amountt of gold in the Bank. And this leads me to

 observe that the policy or system of the Court of Directors may
 and does exert a great influence upon the Bank-rate, irrespective

 both of the stock of gold and the amount of the note-circulation.

 For rather more than twent,y years past, the policy of the
 Directors has tended towards quieker and greater elevations of the

 Bank-rate, compared with the available stock of gold, than had

 been customary before, and for some years immediately subsequent

 to, the passing of the Act of 1844,-the chief causes of the
 change being the ignoring of any difference between Home and
 Foreign drains of gold; these were treated entirely alike,-a pro-

 cedure wlhich I ventured to object to in two Papers which I had
 the honour to read before this Society in 1870 and 1871.* The
 worst and only serious form of a Home Drain is that which occurs
 during a Commercial or Banking Crisis; and such drains always
 end, after a month or two, by creating a plethora of gold in the
 Bank. A year ago, however, during the Banking Crisis, the Bailk
 Directors very considerably altered their practice, and the change

 which they then made was not only highly beneficial to the com-

 munity, but, as seems to me, perfectly correct in principle.

 Both the Act of 1819, and the Act of 1844 recognised bi-
 metallism-both gold and silver-as the basis of the note-circula-

 tion of the Bank of England. For - good many years after 1844,
 the Bank used to keep a portion of the specie in the Issue Depart-

 ment in the form of silver; but some years after the gold-discoveries,

 when silver rose above its old value, the Bank, very naturally,
 preferred to keep its locked-up specie entirely in the cheaper metal,

 gold. At any time the Bank can recur to its old practice, by
 keeping one-fourth part (about 32 millions) of this specie in silver:

 * " On Our Home Monetary Drains, and the Crisis of 1866 (1870)." " On the
 t; Rate of Interest, and the Effects of a High Bank-rate during Commertial
 ' anid Monetary Crises (1871)."
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 but, even if this be done, we shall still be in a much worse position
 than in 1864, because, as already shown, the increase in the note-
 circulation requires some 13 millions more specie to be kept locked
 up, or immobilised in the Issue Department.

 While the note-circulation of the Bank of England has thus
 been increasing, and to all appearances is bound to increase, I need
 hardly say that there is another increasing requirement for gold
 at home-viz., the annual absorption of gold coin into the cir-

 culation of this country. In 1867, when preparing my book
 on "the Science of Finance," I obtained statistics from the Mint,
 which showed that this annual absorption of gold, during the
 twenty-two years ending with 1865, averaged fully 42 millions,
 exclusive of silver coin.* This absorption, which is necessary

 owing to the want of small notes, proceeds very irregularly,-being
 largest, of course, when trade is brisk and prosperous; and it was
 exceptionally large in 1853, when the total net issue of coin from
 the Mint amounted to nearly 12 millions,-a considerable portion of
 which sum was taken abroad by emigrants, and to supply metallic
 money for Australia and California, before mints were established
 in those countries. What the present rate of absorption of gold
 into our currency is at present, I have not inquired; but if, as is
 probable, under ordinary circumstances of trade, it amounts to

 about 5,ooo,oool., we have here-in the mere requirement for snrall
 change at home-a source of annual absorption equal of itself to
 one-fourth of the present supply of gold from the mines. This
 requirement for gold, then, must be taken into account, in consider-
 ing the Future of Money, along with the increase in the note-circu-
 lation of the Bank of England, which necessitates a corresponding
 addition to the stock of coin and bullion immobilised in the Issue
 Department of the Bank.

 Such, then, is the joint in our harness through which the scarcity
 of gold will first, and most obviously, make itself felt.

 I had intended to include in this Paper the suggestion of
 some remedial measures for the scarcity of gold which appears
 to be impending, or to some extent is already existing. If it be

 * The total amount of gold and silver coined at the x]8,x39,427
 Mint between 1843 and 1865 was ............................J

 The amount of light gold and silver coin withdrawn I8,65008
 from circulation during the same period was ............J

 Net issue of coin from Mint .................... I09,489,2I9

 or at the average rate of 4,760,4001. a-year.
 The total lnet issue of gold coin during these twenty-three years was

 I03,807,I381., or on the average rather more than 42 millions a-year. The
 statistics are given in full inl " The Science of Finance," p. 677.
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 the pleasure of the Society I shall be happy to treat of these
 matters on another occasion. For the present, it is enough to
 submit to you the facts and considerations already stated as to the

 present value of money, and the probability, as I think the cer-
 tainty, that the leading countries of the world--at least if the
 demonetisation of silver be adhered to-are about to encounter a

 period of Dear Money, and a reversal of the monetary circum-
 stances which so happily set in thirty years ago.

 APRENDIX, A..

 Absorption of Silver in India.

 TABLE 8howing the Nett mports or Absorption of SILVER inf India, 1851-75;
 together with the Conugemporaneous8 Produce of the Silver Mines. The
 Figures represent the Annual Average for Quinquennial Periods, in
 Million8 Sterling.

 Surplus Increased Absorption

 Imports of Silver, of Silver in Iiidia, Marked Plus or Minus
 and Average Annual according as it Price of Silver,

 the Average Production of Silver. Exceeds or }alls short per Ounce. of the prOne
 Annual Increase Increased Ph oduction

 after 1855. of Silver.

 Nett

 Imports. Increase. Increase. d. d.
 1851-55 2 6 _ -4 61 to 61k
 '66-60 10'03 7'43 8.14 None + 7'43 61-,, 62-
 '61-65 997 737 9 149 +588 60'A,,61-j7w
 '66-70 9 43 6,83 I0-Z; 2,07 +4 76 611, 602
 '71-75 30 5 '45 P3*94 580 -535 60 ,,56j

 The total Surplus Imports of Silver into India during these
 twenty-one years subsequent to March, 1855, amounted to 164
 millions sterling. The total Produce of the Silver Mines during

 the same years amounted to 220 millions, of which amount 50
 millions came from the new Mines.

 The Indian Trade-Balances, and How they were Settled.

 The aggregate Trade-balances (or excess of exports of mer-
 chandise over imports) in favour of India during the official years
 1855-56 to 1877-78 amounted to 455 nlillions. Of this vast amount
 276 millions were paid in specie imported into India, and 148
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 millions by " Council Drafts," or bills drawn by our Government
 upon the Government of India. This leaves a balance of 31
 millions unaccounted for, but which doubtless was settled by
 " private remittances,"-i.e., bills drawn upon the Indian banks by
 Englishmen resident in India (chiefly for the support of their
 families in England), and payable in England.

 The aggregate Trade-balance in favour of India during the
 twenty-nine years subsequent to 1848 amounted to 5i i millions
 steir}ing; the entire production of gold and silver during the same

 period was, as nearly as can be computed, 940 millions-of which
 amount (taking the production at the beginning of 1848 at
 i6 millions) 464 millions was the produce of the old mines,-leaving
 476 millions as the produce of the new mines since 1848. Thus it
 appears that, but for the Council Drafts and private remittances
 from India, the Indian Trade would have absorbed 35 millions miore
 than the entire NEW STOCK of gold an2d silver-i.e., the entire produce
 of the gold and silver mines discovered since the beginning of
 1848.

 These statistics are taken, chiefly, from various documents
 printed in the Appendix to the Report of the Select Committee of
 the House of Commons on the Silver Question in 1876.
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 APPE?NDIX B.-Prices and the Bank-Rate.

 Tables of Prices.

 Year. Rat.B Notable Events. Yeaa.
 Economist. Bourne. Jevons. Rate.

 1845... bo II5 O r3 Railway Mania 1845
 '46... * | ii6 * . 31 46
 '47 . P IzI 22 P t 51 Irish Famine. Panic and Com-

 ' mercial Crisis' 948 ... o6 3 43 '48
 '49 .... B 3 '49

 o~~~ 0
 1850.... ;'4 F ic p F 2i Average price of Consols 961 1850
 '161.... I 04. 103*~ 0 3 '51
 '52 .... I07 * 114 * p IO 0 2 Consolsreached Ioz,averaged99j '52
 '53.... II6 3 53

 1855.. . miflions 1855~I0' .

 '856.. 1 = | { | ,bs 25 = | |Russian War. Loan of 16

 '56 ...;| > P izg p 5i 3 '56

 '57 . I3 6* 140* I 32J 6 Severe Commercial Crisis 5 158 ... I19 123 I I8 31 '58
 59 II5 118 Izo 21 '59

 1860 .... I z 123 I14 Z r 4- Financial depression in India 1860
 '61 .... I 24 124 1 13 5 4 American Civil War began '61
 '62... 13I 125 IZ4 2L Cotton Famine '62
 '63.... I5 8- 144 IZ 13 4i '63

 - ; 0
 '64.... I72 L 151 I 22 r7 '64

 1865.. i6z 138 izi 41 Inflation of Joint stock enterprise 1865

 I . I^ = > | rFinancial & Commercial Crisis.
 '66.... I62J S 141J I S 118* 2 Pf7 JFall of Overend and Gurney's. '66

 * ~- Bank-rate IO per cent. for
 Lthree montbs

 '67.... I37 128 118 o f t '67
 2)1 '68.... izz 122 I z1 2T '68

 '69.... Izi 118 19 3L '69

 1870.... I22 119 3 1870
 '71 .... i18 118 3i 1 Trade proceeds "by leaps and '71

 . bounds." Bubble Companies
 '72 ... I29 133 f f 4j J and Foreign Loan Mania 7 2
 '73t 1 I 34 142 P 43 Semi-Crisis in November '73t
 '74... I31 136 34 '74

 1875... I26 130 3IT Collapse of Foreign Loans 1875
 '76.... I13 123 Low 2' Bad harvests and Depression '76

 [of Trade begin
 '77.... 11;3 126 3 ' 77

 1878.... ii61 ?2 118 ?2 3& I Banking Crisis. Fall of City 1878
 of Glasgow Bank

 '79t Jan. 1oi J p 106J > - 3 Harvest equalto onlyhalf acrop '79t
 t As above show,i. the Tabular number which the "Economist" employs to represent the state of prices in 1873 is 134,

 and for January, 18;9, the Tabular number is ioi,-the difference in fiures being 33. But this is inot a fall of 33 per cen t.,
 as one of the speakers in the debate inadvertenitly assumed, but a fall of 241 per cenit., as stated ii, the Paper.
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 DIscUSSION Onl MR. PATTERSON'S PAPER.

 MR. CO-HEN said that Mr. Patterson had left little for anybody else
 to say on the subject. There were two points, on both of which
 the deductions were strongly in unison with these at which
 Mr. Patterson has arrived, to which he had, however, not alluded
 in his paper. They were, firstly, the change from paper currency
 to gold currency in the United States of America; and the slow
 contraction in a similar direction which was going on in Europe;
 and secondly, the very large works to which France had committed
 herself during the next decennial period. With respect to the first
 point, the initial effect of the introduction of paper currencies in
 many of the great countries of the world which enjoyed a large
 metallic medium, was to set free a very large amount of gold and
 silver. In the United States for the last eight or twelve years,
 there had been a very large amount of created money, as it were,
 which was accepted by the country itself, in lieu of metallic medium.
 In the very first year in which the greenback currency was no
 longer compulsory, its place had to be taken by a very large amount
 of metal, thereby increasing the absorption and consequernt dearness
 of the latter. In Europe this was also going on. For example,
 in Austria and Italy there were similar causes at work i-n the same
 direction, to a less extent; and although the absorption of silver
 was undoubted, such had been the depreciation of silver, from its
 demonetisation elsewhere, that its value fell too far, as compared
 with the bank note; and the two Governments, especially that of
 Austria, took advantage of that circumstance, to reduce the amount
 of paper currency. T'hen there was also France itself, which now
 had made the bank note convertible, and although previously
 practically convertible, it was not legally convertible up to the
 commencement of last year. France now had to maintain a large
 circulation of gold. Therefore, as to the first point, all these
 countries were operating in the same directioni, and the writer of
 the paper had not specially alluded to these circumstances, possibly
 considering them as natural causes. Then as to the second point,
 experience showed that one of the great factors in the price of
 money was the value of labour. There was an immense absorption
 of money created by any large scheme of public works, producing
 apparent prosperity which was really only fictitious, because, when
 great public works were in progress, the prices of commodities
 rose at the same time, and necessitated a larger individual expen-
 diture of moniey. The French legislature has sanctioned a scheme
 by which an expenditure of I32,000,0001. sterling would be made in
 the next ten years. It had authorised the creation of debt, the
 annual issue of which was to be regulated by the Chambers, but
 which would amount to at least z2,ooo,oool. sterling per annum for
 the next ten years. Besides this French scheme, large public works
 had been undertaken elsewhere, and the effect of them had already
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 been shown in the enhanced value of commodities. America, and
 each of our colonies, were engaged in works which, although highly
 productive, must tend to the absorption of metals for the purpose
 of paying the workmen who were engaged in their construction.
 The world was now in a stage of constructive work larger than it
 had attempted for sometime past. This small island had made
 railways at a rapid rate, and its wealth was so large that it was
 enabled to do so in advance of other countries. But there was now
 a concurrenit desire for railway making in all parts of the world.
 Gigantic railways were being made from the extreme west of Russia
 in Europe, to the extreme east of Russia in Asia; and experience
 would show that unless there was some new secret source of wealth
 to be discovered, the value of gold mnst gradually appreciate from
 this cause alone, if from no other. These considerations were of
 importance to the artisan and to the trader. It was not a misfor-
 tune that there shouild be a period of moderately dear money; but
 it was a misfortune when jerks in trade were produced by commit-
 ments to gigantic enterprises, which required longer periods for
 their development than the impatience of some countries was pre-
 pared to afford.

 Mr. HENRY HOARE thought that although it was not difficult to
 arrive at a general notion of figures and statistics, there was
 nothing so vague as the knowledge about the value of money and
 the value of gold. Everyone admitted that the value of gold was
 depenident upon the quantity of goods that people would give for
 it, and as this naturally varied from time to time, it must depend
 upon the amount of supply and demanud. The amount of gold had
 been estimated to be about i,2oo million pounds; and the amount
 of gold that had been transplaced and had been taken from the
 general stock and brought into new quarters was something like
 zoo millions. At the time of the German war, the French Govern-
 ment had borrowed 6o millions from the Bank of France, and he
 believed that the greater part of that was in gold. The amount of
 gold absorbed in Germany was something like 6o millions, aind
 there had been a similar amount absorbed in the United States,
 therefore under those three heads there was in round numbers
 about i8o millions, the whole of which had been taken from the
 general stock of gold and put in circulation into new quarters,
 replacing paper money in France, replacing silver and paper money
 in Germany, and replacing paper money in the United States. He
 thouglht a good deal more wanted to be worked out in relation to
 the difference between gold, as money, and paper money and bank
 balances. In a time of great trade, a large number of bills were
 current, and these would produce, for the time, the same effect as a
 large quantity of gold. He thought the natural contraction of the
 cuirrency in times of depression would in a great measure account
 for the low prices then ruling.

 Mr. BOURNE thought that Mr. Patterson failed, as he himself
 seemed disposed to admit, to make out that the rise shown by the
 alterationi of prices really substantiated any increase in the value of
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 money; for this reason principally, that if the alteration in prices
 had resulted from a,n alteration in the real value of the money by
 which those prices were estimated, there would have been some-

 thing like regularity and fixity in their relations. The point on
 which he wished to touch was this: that there was no irregularity
 in the changes in prices at all comparable or at all equivalent to
 the changes in the quantity of gold in existence at the time, or the
 amount of gold produced. Now, it would be expected tllat if it was
 an alteration in the value of gold itself that efTected a cha,nge in
 prices, the various articles would follow the same rule. Mr. Patterson
 had alluded to prices in India, and spoke of two articles selected
 by Mr. Crawford; but these in themselves, although they were
 individually fitting articles to be chosen as examples, were not
 sufficient to regulate the whole comparison. He agreed with
 Mr. Patterson in that opinion, for he (Mr. Bourne) had himself
 attempted to draw a comparison of prices in India, and found it was
 utterly impossible. The cotton at one time showed a rise, and wheat
 at another, and the various causes operated to produce a difference
 in price utterly irrespective of the quantity of gold in circulation or
 the value of silver. He therefore inferred that the change had been
 in the prices of the goods themselves, and not in the gold by which
 they were represented. This would make all the difference in their
 calculations; and he thought such would `be fully made out on an
 examination of the case. Again, Mr. Patterson had spoken of
 silver as though it had absolutely risen in value in our own
 country; but he (Mr. Bourne) rather thought that the figures to
 which Mr. Patterson had referred, did not support the conclusion
 to which he had arrived, and he was not able to reconcile these with
 the present state of prices. The " Economist " said that the value
 of silver as compared with gold was I I per cent. less than the value
 of gold compared with other commodities. At the present time he
 thought it was 22 per cent. In 1873 the " Economist " prices were
 134 and, in 1879, IOI, which made a difference of 33 per cent. in
 prices; at the same time there was 13 per cent. only in silver;
 therefore the difference was 22 instead of iI. He thought
 Mr. Patterson had made. his caleculations last year, and that they
 were not in accordance with the present state of things. Recently
 there was an undoubted rise in prices, which seemed to impugn the
 conclusion at which Mr. Patterson had arrived. The inflation of
 1873 was one which could not possibly last, and he thought it was
 hardly fair to take those,prices as a test, and to compare them with
 the prices of the present time, when they wanted to judge of the
 value of money. Allusion was made to the variations in the prices
 as shown by the " Economist " and himself. He (Mr. Bourne) had
 ventured to alter those of the "Economist," because the selected
 articles embraced four descriptions of cotton, and thus the great
 flauctuations in the price of the raw material affected the general
 results fourfold. In like manner he thought his friend Mr. Giffen,
 in his paper on the "Prices of Exports," had selected a year in
 which the coal famine had abnormally raised all articles into which
 the price of coal entered, and thus vitiated the comparison between
 that year and 1877. Mr. Patterson bad spoken of the falling off in
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 India. Now it seemed to him that that depended very much upon
 Lhe state of her export trade. In 1873 the surplus of India's
 axports over her imports was 31 millions, and in 1876 only I9 millions,
 making a difference of I2 millions; that had to be supplied by
 silver, and which would account for the falling off of the quantity
 of silver in India. Again, precious metals were not like articles of
 consumption, which went on importing at the same rate. The
 importations were expected to be regulated by the trade. He took
 it that the real necessity for the use of gold in settling international
 balances, did not so much depend upon the aggregate amount of
 trade, as upon the balances of trade that had to be settled. Taking
 the case of America and England at the present moment, there
 could be no doubt that if our transactions with America were settled
 by the agency of circulating medium, we should be denuided of gold
 in a very short time, because America was taking from us 6o millions
 or 70 millions worth of goods more than we were taking from her,
 the reason being that the balances were settled by the use of securities
 of valious kinds which one nation parted with and another nation
 toolk, instead of being taken by means of gold. There was no doubt
 ihat at the present moment America was settling her balance with
 us by the purchase from us of the securities we held formerly in
 her country, and hence the extreme difference had not been made
 manifest, because it had been quietly going on in that way. But,
 aIgain, they cou ld scarcely conceive of a metallic scarcity at the
 present moment. There was no want of it experienced in this
 country nor in America. The great extenasion of bainking facilities
 in this country, the use of cheques, the ease with which securities
 were transferred from one country to another, seemed all to supply
 the place of a metallic medium.

 Mr. GIFFEN remarked as to what Mr. Bourne had said with
 reference to there being no deficiency of metallic money at the
 present time, that this was no answer to the statement that a
 (leficiency of metallic money had caused an unusual fall of prices;
 the fall having taken place, money was again abundant for the
 moment: but onily for the moment. To compare the present time
 with 1873 merely was a very insufficient process. The only way in
 which any profitable result could be arrived at, was to take as many
 cycles of prosperity and adversity as was possible, and to compare
 the prices of one prosperous period with those of another pros-
 perous period, and also to compare the prices of one depressed
 period with those of another. If that were done and it was found
 that at one period of prosperity the aggregate level of prices did
 not rise quite so high as in the previous period of prosperity, or
 rose bigher, then at the next period of depression it was found that
 the fall was to a much lower level on the average than in the
 previous period of depression, or to not quite so low a level, he
 thought that from these facts there would be an indication of the
 general rise or fall of prices; and that general rise or fall of
 prices was only another way of stating that there was a deprecia-
 tion or appreciation of the standard money in which the prices
 were expressed. This very point was dwelt upon a great deal in
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 a famous book of Mr. Jevons, in which he showed that a great
 fall in gold took place between 1848 and 1860. He proved that
 the average level in prices was higher in 1860 than it was in 1848,
 and it was found that a sovereign did not go so far at one period
 as at another. This was what was meant by a general rise of
 prices. Since then there was an indication that there had been a
 movement in the opposite direction. Comparing one prosperous
 period with another, and comparing a depressed period with a
 depressed period, it was found that a sovereign now went farther
 than it did some ten years ago. He thought that was only an
 indication; but it was no sufficient answer to say that at a par-
 ticular moment money seemed to be abundant, and there was
 plenty of money in the banks. He thought also there had been
 a great deal of evidence to show that there was now a scarcity
 of bullion for all the wants of the world. The recent stringency
 in the United States was an unmistakable proof. The United
 States had lately wanted metal very much, and he should say
 that very nearly I6 millions sterlino from the 1st of August last
 had been shipped from England and France to the United States
 [Mr. Lionel Cohen-1i millions], and part of that money had actu-
 ally been used in the United States, and in a quarter where scarcity
 of money would show itself most, namely, in the reserve of tho
 banks. The New York banks alone held 7 millions or 8 millions
 sterling more than in August last. Although then quite lately
 the surplus in the Bank of England and the Bank of France seemed
 to be so enormous, it had gone away quickly, and both these banks
 had raised their rates. Mr. Bourne had repeated the challenge to
 some of his (Mr. Giffen's) figures, but nothing he had said affected
 the comparison he had made between 1873 and 1877 in point of
 fact. Taking a certain group of articles, and taking the average
 prices of those articles in 1873, and comparing them with the actual
 prices in 1877, would be a good comparison as far as it went. In
 fact it would be found that the average price of these articles in
 1877 was very much less than that of 1873, and any diminution of
 the decline in these two dates must be a decline in price only. It
 might be true that the figures in 1873 were abnormal; but that
 (lid not affect the correctness of the actual comparison in the two
 years. Referring to Mr. Patterson's paper, he should like to make
 a small correction as to what Mr. Patterson had said regarding the
 annual consumption of gold in the coinage of this country at the
 present time. He did not think it was necessary for Mr. Patterson's
 argument to put it so strongly, but he thought that Mr. Patterson
 had a good deal overstated what the consumption really was.
 Mr. Patterson had put it at between 4 or 5 millions. Some years ago
 it might have reached that sum, and he believed it did reach it, but
 during the last ten years the consumption of gold in the United
 Kingdom for the coinage had not been so much as 4 or 5 millions.
 So far as he could make out, the proper figure of the consamption
 of gold in the coinage would not exceed about 2 millions per annum
 during the last ten years. The sum was rather a difficult one to
 do, because one would have to take the actual coinage, which
 during the last ten years had been about 47 millions sterling, and
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 to deduct from that the light coin withdrawn, and that had been
 melted and re-coined. That would bring it to 3 5 or 36 millions;
 and after that, there had to be deducted the excess of the exports
 of British gold coined over the imports. There was a constant
 movement going on, and the net export of coin in this way could
 not be put in the last ten years at less than I 5 millions sterling, and
 that would bring the consumption at home to about 20 millions
 sterling, or 2 millions a-year. In addition, however, a large export
 of coin took place in the pockets of travellers, and that would reduce
 the estimate of coin going into circulation in this country still more.
 Another comparatively small point seemed to be in regard to what
 Mr. Patterson said about India. He (Mr. Giffen) did not think it
 was quite fair to take the last few years, and compare theni with
 the seventeen years previous, for the reason that those seventeen
 years included a most extraordinary time, the time of the cotton
 famine, in which the consumption of silver in India was on a
 most abnormal scale. The silver then went to India in enormous
 quantities for special purposes, and was absorbed in a special way.
 It appeared to him, as far as the average consumption of silver in
 India was concerned, if the time say before 1850 was compared with
 the present time, it, would be found that there had been ale enor-
 mous increase in the import trade in India. He was also inclined
 to think that in some parts of India, there had been a considerable
 rise in prices, in consequence of the enormous absorption of silver
 in the seven years ending about 1870. Certainly in some parts of
 the Bombay presidency there had beeni sach a rise in prices as he
 had hardly known of anywhere. The particulars of it were to be
 found in some official papers published a good many years ago,
 showing that enormous changes had taken place in India in con-
 sequence of the absorption of silver owing to the cotton famine.
 What he wished to say generally about Mr. Patterson's paper was,
 that he believed there were indications of a gold scarcity which
 it was very difficualt to estimate af{ the present moment, because so
 little time had elapsed to show the actual reduction iD the range of
 prices at the present time compared with what it was ten, twelve, or
 twenty years ago. It took a long time to show these things statis-
 tically. There had been since 1860 a lower range of prices all
 round, and it seemed to indicate a state of things that miight be
 called a gold scarcity, which might be expected to go on. He thought
 Mr. Cohen had explained very well how we would be affected by
 the demands of the United States. Taking all these things into
 consideration, and also the fact that we were in a present state of
 depression, we might look forward for the next few years to high
 rates of discount, and as a consequence of that, eventually a fall of
 prices. He should like to dissent from the apparent impression
 given by Mr. Patterson's paper, that he held opinions in favour of
 bi-metallism. It seemed to him that to condemn the general
 demonetisation of silver as unwise, was really a very different thing
 from approving of bi-metallism, and Mr. Patterson had apparently
 confounded the two things.

 Mr. BouRNE said he did not for one moment impugn Mr.
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 Giffen's calculations, he simply said he did not think the variation
 of the prices in two such years at all went to establish the fact
 that there had been any difference in the value of the money.

 Mr. WALFORD said he could not help feeling that while the
 paper was a lnatural effort to eliminate a theory out of the question
 of the rise in value of money or the decrease in money, the author
 had not taken into account sufficiently accidental circumstances,
 such as the question of supply as regulated by good or bad
 harvests, which in his judgment regulated the question of prices
 much more than the actual supply of currency. There was only a
 small portion of the currency in use in the case of international
 exchange for commodities. There was another point which
 affected the question very much, and that was legislative inter-
 ference. In some countries the customs on imports had to be paid
 in gold, some in silver, and some in other ways; and there seemed
 to be always a legislative interference going on which would affect
 the bullion requirements in those countries. In the United States,
 during his recent visit of some months, he observed thab the people,
 baving got used to paper money, would not voluntarily use
 bullion; but the Government were forcing the use of gold and
 silver by withdrawing the paper. It could not be said that the
 bullion now flowing over to America was in the natural course of
 events. The abundant harvests there, and the deficient ones in
 Europe, had caused a very large amount of money to go. This
 circumstance fitted in with the policy of the Government there at
 the moment. Bullion after all was only one, and a small, element in
 the mercantile transactions of the world, and a temporary neces-
 sity for it in any one locality caused fluctuations. Bank notes
 must always be an important medium in home dealings; and Bank
 of England notes were every year becoming a more extended
 medium of exchange in different parts of the world. They were
 all indebted to Mr. Patterson for a very able paper.

 The PRESIDENT (Thomas Brassey, M.P.) said he could not claim
 to be in any sense an authority on the complex and important
 question that had been brought under their notice in MIr. Patter-
 son's able paper. It was a valuable coutribution to the Journal
 of the Society, and he was sure they were all very much in-
 debted to Mr. Patterson for the labour he had bestowed upon
 it. Having had a good deal to do with commercial matters, he
 (the President) had many reasons for appreciating Mr. Patterson's
 difficulty in satisfactorily determining the appreciation or depre-
 ciation in prices. Mr. Patterson had drawn an inference with
 reference to the value of gold from a comparison of prices at
 the present time with those current in the year 1873. That was
 rather too short a period to justify any genieralisation. If, how-
 ever, exception were taken to the policy of our Government in
 selecting gold as the standard, a policy which had been framed
 with the idea of using that metal which was most likely to be the
 best in point of value, the fluctuations of prices as detailed in the
 appendix to Mr. Patterson's paper, showed that that policy on the
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 whole was justified by experience. It had been said that prices hacd
 fallen very sensibly since 1873. Were they to trace that fall in
 prices entirely or mainly to the appreciation of gold ? On that
 point he would venture to say, as a commercial man, that prices
 had fallen from causes with which the question of gold had not
 any direct relation. Certainly prices had fallen, in part because
 producers and mlanufacturers had been obliged to forego the profits
 they were realising in 1873, and also because the labouring class
 had been obliged to submit to a very considerable reduction of
 wages. It was a question, therefore, whether this fluctuation in
 prices was not as much a depreciation in profit and wages as a
 depreciation in gold. Looking along the columns compiled by the
 " Economist" and Mr. Bourne, he would venture to say that the
 value of gold would, on the whole, appear to have been remarkably
 steady. Mr. Giffen had said that prosperous years must be compared
 with prosperous years, and unprosperous years with unprosperous
 years. There was a remarkable recurrence of the same average of
 prices at different periods in the period embraced in the table. For
 instance, the figure i I8 appeared in the tables of prices in 1878, in
 1871, in 1869, in 1859, a,nd again in 1853. So, too, in regard to
 the bank rate, the same figures were found occurring from time to
 time over a long period of years. In view of these facts, he ven-
 tured to say that on the whole the policy of the Government in
 adopting gold as the standard had been justified by experience. It
 was known that in India another metal had been adopted as the
 standard, and in India there had been a serious fall in the value of
 silver. That had recently been the subject of an elaborate parlia-
 mentary inquiry. The value of silver in India had been very
 seriously impaired by the policy unfortunately adopted in Germany
 of the demonetisation of silver. That policy had thrown a large
 amount of silver on the market, and had affected prejudicially the
 value of silver in India. Something bad been said in regard to
 what seemed to be a waste of money when the wages rose unduly.
 He should be very sorry to advocate an undue rise of wages; but
 he thought they had heard a good deal of late with reference to the
 impaired activity of trade in the home market, and its depressing
 effect upon our manufactures generally. This, he thought, was
 very certain, that the distribution of money in the form of wages
 did cause a demand for commodities. and it was equally certain that
 serious reductions in wages prejudicially affected the home market
 and our trade generally. He was sure he was doing what all
 present would desire, when he expressed to Mr. Patterson their
 acknowledgments for the great services which he had, not for the
 first time, rendered for the Statistical Society, in preparing such an
 able paper upon so difficult and important a subject.
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